A-T Solutions Acquires Accelligence
Anti- and counter-terrorism company partners with intelligence services firm
to offer customers a full continuum of mission-focused global security solutions
Fredericksburg, Va. – June 1, 2009 – A-T Solutions, Inc., a world-class, industry-leading anti- and
counter-terrorism solutions company based in Fredericksburg, Va., has acquired Accelligence LLC, a
Vienna, Va.-based firm providing intelligence and mission-focused solutions to organizations within the
U.S. Government and the Intelligence Community.
“We are very excited to embark on this new partnership,” said Ken Falke, A-T Solutions CEO. “By
combining the experience, expertise and capabilities of A-T Solutions and Accelligence, each company is
now better positioned to provide the highest levels of mission-critical support and to offer the full
continuum of global security offerings to our customers.”
As a result of the acquisition, Accelligence will now be a wholly-owned subsidiary of A-T Solutions, which
provides integrated intelligence, assessments, exercises, training, education and anti- and counterterrorism technology solutions. Accelligence provides operational, technical, analytical, instructional and
commercial operations support to the Intelligence Community. Together, the companies will expand their
mission to offer a full continuum of strategic, operational, technical and tactical services around the globe.
“This is a positive growth opportunity for both companies,” said Danielle O. Saunders, Accelligence
president. “We look forward to integrating our specialized skills and services with those of A-T Solutions
and to leveraging our combined talents to better serve our customers and to support a safer and more
secure world.”
About A-T Solutions
Founded in 2002 in Fredericksburg, Va., A-T Solutions has become the world’s leading anti- and counterterrorism company, delivering a full continuum of advanced, innovative solutions to meet the critical
security challenges of today and tomorrow. The company was named to Entrepreneur Magazine’s "Hot
500 List" as the second fastest growing security company and 20th overall fastest growing company in
America. A-T Solutions also was ranked 13th among the fastest growing government services firms by
Inc. Magazine in 2007. A-T Solutions is part of CoVant Technologies LLC, the McLean-based federal
technology group owned by its management team, and by CI Capital Partners LLC. Visit www.atsolutions.com for more information.
About Accelligence
Located in Vienna, Va., Accelligence provides operational, technical, analytical, instructional and
commercial operations support to the Intelligence Community. With a team of intelligence professionals,
Accelligence offers core capabilities such as human intelligence support (HUMINT), intelligence analysis,
technical intelligence, mission support and innovative operations solutions. For more information about
Accelligence please visit, www.accelligencegroup.com.
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